Uniting the Tribes
The Rise and Fall of Pan-Indian Community on the Crow Reservation
Frank Rzeczkowski

“Rzeczkowski’s on-the-ground narrative explores big and important historical questions, brilliantly revealing both the rise of cross-tribal identities and the processes that undermined them. His study has much to teach us about Indian peoples and about the uneven power of colonialism.”—Fred Hoxie, author of Parading through History: The Making of the Crow Nation in America, 1805–1935

“Rzeczkowski provides a fresh look at the importance of intertribal relationships and the permeable boundaries of the too often calcified concept of ‘tribes.’ He uses the lens of human movement and social interactions to provide a fascinating new look at the lived experience of the neighbors, friends and extended family of the Crow. By focusing on the ubiquitous and fascinating intersections between members of the Crow tribe and other Native Americans, he sheds light on a number of critical issues. . . . A welcome addition to the library of Great Plains historians, anthropologists and Native American scholars alike.”—Kathleen Sherman, author of Lakota Culture, World Economy
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BONDS OF ALLIANCE
Indigenous and Atlantic Slaveries in New France
BRETT RUSHFORTH
“In this pioneering effort to unite Atlantic and ethno-historical approaches to colonial North American history, Rushforth traces the traffic in Native American captives from the continental heartland into slavery in French Canada and on the sugar plantations of the Caribbean. A highly original, thoroughly researched, and strongly argued study that forces us to rethink the received wisdom on Native-French relations.”
—Allan Greer, McGill University
416 pages $39.95 cloth
Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture

THE CORNER OF THE LIVING
Ayacucho on the Eve of the Shining Path Insurgency
MIGUEL LA Serna
“This book adds a new dimension to our understanding of Peru’s war by focusing on two mountain villages at the very center of the storm. La Serna’s empathy for the villagers enables him to bring to life their motivations and sensibilities and gives us new insight into the predicament of the rural poor everywhere.”
—Orin Starn, Duke University
304 pages $65.00 cloth / $29.95 paper
A project of First Peoples: New Directions in Indigenous Studies

MEMORIES OF CONQUEST
Becoming Mexicano in Colonial Guatemala
LAURA E. MATTHEW
“Ranging widely over central Mexico and Oaxaca, history and anthropology, Matthew deftly shows how Mexicano identity in colonial Guatemala was shaped both by the Meso-american past and by European colonization. This original and provocative book will be a touchstone for understanding colonial Mesoamerica for a long time to come.”
—John K. Chance, Arizona State University
336 pages $45.00 cloth
A project of First Peoples: New Directions in Indigenous Studies

SUSTAINING THE CHEROKEE FAMILY
Kinship and the Allotment of an Indigenous Nation
ROSE STREMLAU
“Stremlau reveals that, although allotment robbed the Cherokees of much of their land, it did not destroy their identity and culture. By focusing on continuity in family relationships, rather than upheaval and dramatic change at the political and economic level, Stremlau demonstrates the persistence of the Cherokee. This is an exceptional work.”
—Margaret D. Jacobs, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
336 pages $65.00 cloth / $24.95 paper
A project of First Peoples: New Directions in Indigenous Studies
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